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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A cold front over the Gulf of Mexico is forecast to slowly drift south today then stall tomorrow. Fresh to strong N’ly winds can be expected 
behind this front for most Lease Areas today. However, winds are forecast to veer and decrease tomorrow with the front weakening to 
the south and high pressure building from the west. Some residual SE’ly swell may linger today and promote significant sea heights 
between 3 to 5 feet before subsiding overall tomorrow. A few thunderstorms may develop along the weak cold front across the Deep 
Water Lease Areas today as well.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

High pressure will continue to advance east over the weekend while low pressure begins to deepen over the central United States.
This will allow for onshore winds to develop and increase from west to east. Fresh to strong winds and building seas between 4 to 7 
feet are forecast in response with the strongest conditions occurring offshore Texas. Winds and seas may decrease early next week 
as a cold front reaches the Northern Gulf Coast but stalls on Monday. Aside from disrupting the onshore wind pattern, the front 
may produce a few strong to severe thunderstorms on Monday as well. The pattern may remain active mid to late week with 
another cold front arriving to the region on Wednesday. This next cold front may be the stronger of the two and produce fresh to
strong offshore winds in its wake from Wednesday evening into Thursday. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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